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Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) was observed since
December 2019 that has spread worldwide and continued to today.
As COVID-19 has been prolonged, wearing a mask has also
become daily routine. There have been skin side effect caused by
masks [1,2], but few have studied how skin characteristics change
over time by wearing a mask [3]. Therefore, in this study, we found
out the skin characteristics and change caused by the new situation
of wearing a mask for a long time.

· Participants: Nineteen healthy men and women.
· Measurement periods: June, September, December 2020 and
March 2021.
· Skin temperature, skin redness, trans-epidermal water loss
(TEWL), skin hydration, skin keratin amount, skin elasticity, skin
color (L, a, b value) and skin pore area were measured.
· Measuring area: mask-wearing area (cheek, mouth and chin) and
non-mask-wearing area (forehead).

Wearing a mask for a long time affected TEWL, skin hydration,
keratin amount, color, and pore area of mask-wearing area. Our result
is meaningful in that the effect of face mask on skin characteristics was
studied when ordinary people wear a mask for a long time in their daily
life.
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Results & Discussion:

Figure 3. (A) Skin keratin amount result of each measurement area. (B)
Skin keratin amount change rate of each measurement area.

Skin lightness (L*) of cheek significantly decreased and skin
redness (a*) of cheek significantly increased. These values showed
significant difference compared to forehead. Skin yellowness (b*) of
cheek significantly decreased. Skin pore area of cheek significantly
increased and showed significant difference compared to forehead. Skin
pore area of perioral area significantly increased (Figure 4).

Figure 4. (A) Skin pore area result of each measurement area. (B) Skin
pore area change rate of each measurement area.

Skin elasticity significantly decreased in all area and skin temperature
significantly increased in all area. Skin redness of cheek increased.

▶ Skin changes in mask-wearing area were different from non-
mask-wearing area. TEWL, skin keratin amount and skin pore area
increased in mask-wearing area while skin hydration and skin elesticity
decreased. Skin color also changed, redness of skin increased. On the
other hand, lightness and yellowness of skin decreased.

In March 2021 compared to June 2020,
TEWL of cheek significantly increased and TEWL of perioral

area increased. Mask-wearing areas showed significant difference
compared to forehead which was non-mask-wearing area (Figure 1).

Figure 1. (A) TEWL result of each measurement area. (B) TEWL
change rate of each measurement area from June to September,
December and March.

Skin hydration of perioral area and chin significantly
decreased respectively (Figure 2). Skin keratin amount of cheek
and chin significantly increased respectively (Figure 3) They
showed significant difference compared to forehead.

Figure 2. (A) Skin hydration result of each measurement area. (B)
Skin hydration change rate of each measurement area.
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